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Review
Efficient and accurate replication of the eukaryotic
nuclear genome requires DNA polymerases (Pols) a, d
and e. In all current replication fork models, polymerase
a initiates replication. However, several models have
been proposed for the roles of Pol d and Pol e in sub-
sequent chain elongation and the division of labor be-
tween these two polymerases is still unclear. Here, we
revisit this issue, considering recent studies with diag-
nostic mutator polymerases that support a model
wherein Pol e is primarily responsible for copying the
leading-strand template and Pol d is primarily respon-
sible for copying the lagging-strand template. We also
review earlier studies in light of this model and then
consider prospects for future investigations of possible
variations on this simple division of labor.

Introduction
Replication of eukaryotic chromosomes is initiated at
replication origins spaced �30–100 kb apart. Each origin
directs the assembly of two divergently migrating replica-
tion forks that faithfully replicate their portion of the
chromosome. Substantial evidence indicates that the
default replication apparatus in eukaryotes uses three
DNA polymerases for normal fork propagation, polymer-
ase (Pol) a, Pol d and Pol e [1,2] (Table 1). Because Pol a has
limited processivity and lacks intrinsic 30 exonuclease
activity for proofreading errors, it is not well suited to
efficiently and accurately copy long templates. Indeed,
current evidence indicates an essential, but more limited,
role for Pol a in replication (i.e. initiating replication at
origins and during lagging-strand synthesis of Okazaki
fragments). Pol d and/or Pol e are better suited than Pol
a for efficient, accurate and extensive chain elongation
because, when operating with their accessory proteins,
they are the most processive of the nuclear DNA poly-
merases and they have the highest fidelity [3,4], partly
owing to their intrinsic 30 exonucleolytic proofreading
activities. Based on these properties and on genetic evi-
dence that Pol d and Pol e are both required for efficient
replication in yeast (for a review, see Ref. [1]), it is reason-
able to place both polymerases at the replication fork.
Interestingly, unlike Escherichia coli, which replicates
both DNA strands using a dimeric holoenzyme containing
two identical DNA polymerase III core complexes, Pol d

and Pol e aremonomeric with regard to their catalytic cores
and there is, as yet, no evidence that they form either
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homodimers or heterodimers. This leads to the main
question to be considered here. What is the division of
labor between Pol d and Pol e in replicating the leading-
and lagging-strand templates?

Over the past 20 years, several models have been pro-
posed to answer this question: (i) model one proposes that
Pol d and Pol e replicate the lagging and leading strands,
respectively [1,5]; (ii) model two proposes that the opposite
is true (i.e. that Pol d and Pol e replicate the leading and
lagging strands, respectively) [2]; and (iii) model three
proposes that Pol d performs the majority of synthesis
on both strands with Pol e being responsible for only a
modest portion of total replication [6,7]. In this review, we
revisit these three possibilities by describing an exper-
imental strategy and two recent studies that strongly
support the first model. We then consider earlier studies
in light of this model and, finally, mention other, non-
exclusive possibilities that deserve further investigation
in the future.
Strategy to infer which polymerase copies which DNA
strand during replication in vivo

Just as seminal studies of Pol d and Pol ewere emerging in
the 1990s, so too were structure–function studies of DNA
polymerases that provided insights into DNA replication
fidelity. Several amino acid substitutions at or near the
binding pocket for the nascent base pair of several different
DNA polymerases were found to reduce the fidelity of DNA
synthesis (for a review, see Ref. [8]). Among these was a
mutant derivative of the large Klenow fragment of E. coli
DNA polymerase I containing an alanine substituted for
Glu710, a residue that interacts with the ribose of the
incoming deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP). The ala-
nine mutant not only had reduced fidelity [9], but it was
selectively error-prone for A-deoxycytidine triphosphate
(A-dCTP) mismatches compared with T-dGTPmismatches
[10]. Interestingly, these are the two mismatches that
could give rise to anA-T toG-Cmutation in vivo, depending
on which of the two template strands was being copied
while the error was generated. A replicative polymerase
with this property could, in principle, be used to infer which
strand it copies in vivo. This prompted the search for
analogous ‘asymmetric’ mutator alleles of the three major
replicative polymerases in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The
goal was to identify polymerases with six properties: (i) the
polymerases should retain robust catalytic activity to
enable normal replication and cell growth; (ii) those
ble online 27 September 2008 521
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Table 1. Major DNA polymerases at the replication forka

Pol a-primase Pol d Pol e
Subunit organization

Genes and subunit sizes

S. cerevisiae Pol1-p167 Pol3-p125 Pol2-p256

Pol12-p79 Pol31-p55 Dpb2-p78

Pri1-p48 Pol32-p40 Dpb3-p23

Pri2-p62 – Dpb4-p22

S. pombe Pol1-p159 Pol3-p124 Pol2-p253

Pol12-p64 Cdc1-p51 Dpb2-p67

Pri1-p52 Cdc27-p42 Dpb3-p22

Spp2-p53 Cdm1-p19 Dpb4-p24

Human PolA1-p166 PolD1-p124 PolE-p261

PolA2-p68 PolD2-p51 PolE2-p59

Prim1-p48 PolD3-p66 PolE3-p17

Prim2A-p58 PolD4-p12 PolE4-p12

Activity Polymerase Polymerase Polymerase

Primase 30-exonuclease 30-exonuclease

double-strand-DNA binding

Fidelity 10�4–10�5 10�6–10�7 10�6–10�7

Function Initiation of replication

Initiation of Okazaki fragments

Elongation and maturation of Okazaki

fragments

Replisome assembly

Leading-strand synthesis

Replication checkpointDNA repair

Mutagenesis
aThe nomenclature for the cartoon depictions is for S. cerevisiae genes. For Pol d, a fourth subunit (p12) is shown, which is found in humans but not in S. cerevisiae. Specific

subunit interactions are as shown. For a review, see Ref. [1]. The largest subunit of each complex contains the polymerase activity and, for Pol d and Pol e, the 30-exonuclease

activity. The Pri1 subunit of Pol a is the catalytic primase subunit. Proposed replication functions and additional functions are as indicated.
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polymerases that have an intrinsic 30 exounuclease activity
(Pols d and e) should retain this activity for functions other
than proofreading, for example, processing the 50 ends of
Okazaki fragments; (iii) the polymerases should have
reduced replication fidelity despite retaining 30 exonu-
clease activity; (iv) the polymerases should have asym-
metric error rates in vitro that can be used for strand
assignment in vivo; (v) they should generate a mutator
phenotype in yeast, but not so strong as to cause error
catastrophe; and finally (vi) the mutator polymerases
should generate a unique error signature in vivo that
can be used to infer which strand(s) they replicate. Using
a previously developed strategy [11] to study mutagenesis
during leading- versus lagging-strand replication, the
intent was to use yeast strains harboring these mutator
alleles to study spontaneous mutational specificity in the
URA3 reporter gene placed adjacent to ARS306, an origin
of replication on chromosome III that fires in early S phase
in >90% of yeast cells in a population. URA3 was posi-
tioned much closer to ARS306 than to its nearest neigh-
bors,ARS305 and ARS307. It was placed in each of the two
orientations and either to the right or left of ARS306.
Because replication forks emerging from all three of these
early firing originsmove at similar rates, the fork emerging
from ARS306 copies the URA3 reporter long before the
forks emerging from ARS305 and ARS307 could travel to
URA3. Thus, the location and orientation of URA3 clearly
identifies the leading- or lagging-strand replication
machinery that replicates each strand of URA3.

Evidence that S. cerevisiae Pol e participates
in leading-strand-DNA replication
The strategy described was applied to the catalytic Pol2
subunit of Pol e containing glycine substituted for Met644
522
[12]. This methionine was targeted for two reasons. First,
the X ray crystal structure of RB69 DNA polymerase [13],
the replicative DNA polymerase for bacteriophage RB69
and a homolog of Pol a, Pol d and Pol e, indicated that
Met644 in Pol e is adjacent to an invariant residue tyrosine
in this family of DNA polymerases that has the same
function as Glu710 in the large Klenow fragment of E. coli
DNA polymerase I; the residue that, when changed,
yielded asymmetric error rates [10]. Second, earlier genetic
and biochemical studies of several B family polymerases
[14–21] indicated that the residue at this position was
important for replication fidelity and could be changed
without substantial loss of catalytic efficiency. Fortu-
nately, the pol2–M644G allele and the Pol e protein it
encodes were found to fulfill each of the criteria mentioned
in the preceding section. This includes the fact that M644G
Pol e has an error rate for T-dTTPmismatches in vitro that
is at least 39-fold that of A-dATP mismatches (Figure 1a).
Consistent with this property, a preponderance of spon-
taneous ura3 mutants observed in a pol2–M644G mutator
strain contained A-T to T-A substitutions. Most impor-
tantly, these were generated at much higher rates when
T-dTTPmismatches would be leading-strand errors rather
than lagging-strand errors (Figure 1b,c; see additional
examples in Figure 2 of Ref. [12]). The patterns of muta-
genesis varied by URA3 location and orientation, in a
manner consistent with much greater participation of
Pol e in leading-strand replication than in lagging-strand
replication.

Evidence for an equal division of labor between
Pol e and Pol d
Although this study indicates that Pol e participates in
leading-strand replication, by itself it does not define how



Figure 1. Assigning yeast Pol d and Pol e to specific strands. (a) During DNA

synthesis in vitro, L612 M Pol d generates T-dGMP errors at a rate that is at least 28-

fold that of A-dCMP errors (green). (b) In a pol3–L612 M msh2� yeast strain, the T-A to

C-G mutation rate (depicted earlier as the T to C substitution and depicted here as the

inferred T-G mismatch [23]) is high (58 � 10�7) at base pair 97 in URA3 when present

in orientation 1. Given the biased error rates in panel (a), these mutations are inferred

to result from T-dGMP errors during lagging-strand synthesis by Pol d. (c) In

orientation 2, the mutation rate for the same base pair (base pair 97) in the same

neighboring sequence context is much lower (3.10�7), implying that Pol d has little

role in leading-strand synthesis. Using this same logic, because Pol d deletes

template T in homopolymeric runs at a rate 11-fold that of what it deletes in template

A [see (a)], L612 M Pol d is inferred to delete a T-A base pair from a run of five T-A

base pairs (174–178) during lagging-strand replication of template Ts [see (c)], but

not during leading-strand replication of template As [see (b)]. Finally, note that

M644G Pol e generates T-dTMP errors at a rate �39-fold that of A-dAMP errors [blue

in part (a)]. In a pol2-M644G strain, the T-A to A-T mutation rate is higher at base pair

686 in URA3 orientation 1. Given the biased error rates in panel (a), these mutations

are inferred to result from T-dTMP errors during leading-strand replication by M644G

Pol e. In orientation 2 [see (c)], the mutation rate for the same base pair (base pair 686)

in the same neighboring sequence context is much lower, implying that Pol e has

little role in lagging-strand synthesis. Additional examples of mutational specificity

that are consistent with these interpretations can be found in Refs [12,23]. Part (a)

adapted from Refs. [12,22]. Parts (b,c) adapted from Refs [12,23].
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the workload is shared between Pol e and Pol d with respect
to replication of the two template strands. For example,
even though Pol e participates more in leading- than lag-
ging-strand replication, it could be that its overall work-
load is relatively small and that Pol d has the major role in
replicating both strands (model 3 in the Introduction). To
distinguish this from a more equal division of labor, the
same experimental strategy was applied to the catalytic
Pol3 subunit of Pol d containing a methionine substituted
for Leu612 [22,23]. In this case, the pol3–L612M allele and
the Pol d protein it encodes also fulfill each of the six
criteria mentioned earlier. As one example, L612M Pol d

has an error rate for T-dGTPmismatches in vitro that is at
least 28-fold that of A-dCTP mismatches [22] (Figure 1a).
Consistent with a high rate of T-G mismatches, a large
number of spontaneous ura3 mutants observed in a pol3–

L612M mutator mutant strain contained T-A to C-G sub-
stitutions in URA3 (depicted here as the inferred T-G
mismatched intermediate), especially at base pair 97.
Importantly, the mutation rate at this hotspot was much
higher in orientation 1 (Figure 1b), in which T-G mis-
matches would be lagging-strand errors, than in orien-
tation 2, in which they would be leading-strand errors
(Figure 1c). Similar orientation-dependent biases consist-
ent with lagging-strand errors were also observed for
deletion of a T-A base pair (Figure 1) and at four other
mutational hotspots (Figure 1 in Ref. [23]), and for
mutations scattered throughout the URA3 gene
(Figure 2 in Ref. [23]). These data imply greater participa-
tion of Pol d in lagging-strand replication than in leading-
strand replication. Combined with the inference that
M644G Pol e participates more in leading- than lagging-
strand replication [12], the results strongly support a
model for normal DNA replication wherein Pol e is the
major leading-strand polymerase and Pol d is the major
lagging-strand polymerase (Figure 2).

Consistency with earlier studies
The model for a nearly equal division of replication labor
betweenPol e and Pol d (Figure 2) is consistent with several
earlier studies that have already provided substantial
evidence that Pol d, but perhaps not Pol e, participates
in lagging-strand replication. For example, Pol a, which
initiates Okazaki fragments on the lagging strand, inter-
acts with the Pol 32 subunit of Pol d [24,25]. This is
consistent with Pol d operating on the lagging strand.
Moreover, the flap endonuclease FEN1 degrades the
initiator RNA during Okazaki-fragment maturation. In
this precisely regulated process, strand displacement syn-
thesis by Pol d is tightly coupled to 50-flap cutting by FEN1
and Pol e will not substitute in this process [26]. Excessive
strand-displacement synthesis by the polymerase could be
deleterious to the cell; for example, duplication mutations
can arise if the displaced strand is not removed.Mutational
studies have shown strong genetic interactions between
mutations in the exonuclease domain of Pol d and
mutations in RAD27, the gene for FEN1 [27]. Most pol3-
exo� rad27 double mutants confer lethality. Rare viable
double mutants with mild mutations in both genes
accumulate small duplications, which is consistent with
a defect in Okazaki-fragment maturation. These data
indicate that Pol d functions in the maturation of Okazaki
fragments (i.e. it operates on the lagging strand).

Additional evidence that Pol d operates during lagging-
strand replication comes from DNA-replication studies in
extracts of Xenopus, which is a eukaryotic replication
system amenable to robust biochemical analysis. Xenopus
extracts depleted for Pol d show amarked decrease in DNA
synthesis that can be attributed to defects in elongation
523



Figure 2. Models for eukaryotic DNA replication forks. On the left is a model illustrating primary roles for Pol e and Pol d in leading- and lagging-strand replication,

respectively. Other proteins shown include the Pol a-primase (red), the MCM helicase (yellow), the eukaryotic single-stranded-DNA-binding protein, replication protein A

(RPA; gray), the sliding clamp proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA; green) and the FEN1–DNA ligase complex (yellow-red). On the right is a model wherein Pol e
dysfunction causes formation of an alternative fork. Conditions other than Pol e dysfunction might also cause formation of alternative forks and such forks could be

assembled at origins, by remodeling the normal fork or during replication restart after an encounter with a natural replication barrier or a lesion.
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[28]. Single-stranded gaps accumulate in the absence of Pol
d, which is consistent with a defect in lagging-strand-DNA
synthesis. Studies in Xenopus extracts also indicate that
Pol e is required for efficient chromosomal DNA replication
[29], although these studies did not address whether Pol e
was replicating the leading or lagging strand.

Support from studies of proofreading
Support for a simple division of labor at the replication fork
(Figure 2) also comes from studies that have investigated
the role of proofreading by Pol d and Pol e during DNA
replication.

Studies of proofreading-deficient yeast strains

Proofreading-deficient forms of Pol d (pol3-exo�) and Pol e
(pol2-exo�) can be tolerated in yeast and suchmutants show
an increase inmutation rates [30,31].Thepol2-exo�mutator
phenotype is multiplicative with that of a mismatch repair
mutant, indicating that the insertion errors made by Pol e,
which remain uncorrected because of its proofreading
defect, are subsequently corrected bymismatch repair. This
clearly indicates that some replication is carried out byPol e.
Thepol3-exo�mutator phenotype is alsomultiplicativewith
that of amismatch repairmutant, again consistentwith the
participationofPold inDNAreplication.Mutational spectra
in URA3 placed in both orientations near an origin led the
authors to suggest that the 30 exonucleases of Pol d and Pol e
function on oppositeDNAstrands. This same interpretation
was derived from another elegant genetic study [32], in
which pol2-exo� or pol3-exo� mutants were used to charac-
terize mutagenesis induced by the base analog, 6-N-hydro-
xylaminopurine (HAP). HAP base pairs ambiguously with
both T and C, leading to G-C to A-T and A-T to G-C
transitions, depending on whether HAP is the incoming
nucleotide or in the template. HAP mutagenesis is unaf-
fected by mismatch repair, recombination or post-replica-
tion repair. Therefore, mutations induced by HAP are a
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direct consequence of mis-insertion by the polymerase and
of its ability to proofread thesemis-insertions, and the lack
thereof, in the exonuclease mutants. In a pol2-exo�

mutant, the frequencies of HAP-induced reversion of sev-
eral mis-sense mutations in URA3 changed dramatically
in magnitude when the orientation of the URA3 gene was
switched in relation to the nearby ARS306 replication
origin. In the pol3-exo� mutant, a similar large change
in reversion frequencies was observed upon target rever-
sal. Importantly, for each of the four mis-sense mutations
investigated, the direction of the change was opposite for
the pol2-exo�- mutant compared with the pol3-exo�

mutant. Kunz and coworkers found analogous strand
biases with regard to the direction of replication when
they examined spontaneous mutation rates in specific
positions in the SUP4 gene in pol2-exo� and pol3-exo�-

mutants [33]. Although these data do not reveal which
polymerase operates on which strand, they are consistent
with the idea that Pol e and Pol d largely replicate opposite
strands [32]. With evidence that Pol d participates
in lagging-strand replication, this implies that Pol e
performs leading-strand replication (Figure 2).

Surprisingly, pol2-exo�mutants have a weaker mutator
phenotype than pol3-exo� mutants and, although haploid
pol2-exo� mutants are viable when combined with a mis-
match repair defect, haploid pol3-exo� mutants combined
with a mismatch repair defect are inviable owing to error
catastrophe [30,31]. At face value, these results are consist-
ent withmodel 3, wherein Pol e is less involved than Pol d in
bulk DNA replication. However, Pol e has been reported to
havehigherfidelity thanPol d for base substitutions [34], for
single base deletions [3,4] and for large deletions between
direct repeats [35]. Thus, theweakermutatorphenotypeof a
pol2-exo� strain does not necessarily imply that Pol e does
less work, but could rather reflect the possibility that Pol e
simply generates fewer replication errors in vivo than does
Pol d.
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Extrinsic proofreading

Another relevant study involving proofreading used a Pol a

L868M mutant that, like the homologous Pol d L612M
mutant, confers a mutator phenotype on yeast [17]. When
the pol1–L868M mutation was combined with a proofread-
ing exonuclease-deficiency in Pol d, the mutation rate in the
double mutant was much higher than the sum of mutation
rates of the single mutants [20]. These data are consistent
with ‘extrinsic’ proofreading, wherein the exonuclease
activity of Pol d proofreads errors made by Pol a, which
itself is naturally exonuclease deficient and cannot proof-
read its own replication errors. These data imply that Pol a

and Pol d both operate on the same strand at a replication
fork (i.e. the lagging strand). By contrast, no hypermutabil-
ity was observed when L868M Pol a was combined with an
exonuclease deficiency in Pol e, thereby indicating that Pol e
does not proofread errors made by Pol a, which is the
expected result if Pol e primarily replicates the leading
strand (Figure 2).

Observations consistent with alternative replication
fork models
SV40 viral DNA replication

The functions of Pol a-primase and Pol d at the fork were
initially established through elegant biochemical studies of
simian virus 40 (SV40) viral DNA replication [36]. Using its
largeTantigenasboth initiatorandDNAhelicase, theSV40
virus appropriates cellular enzymes for all other functions
required to replicate duplex DNA. Interestingly, Pol e is not
required for SV40 origin-dependent replication in vitro and,
although crosslinking studies confirm the participation of
PolaandPol d inSV40DNAreplication in vivo, Pol ewasnot
observed to crosslink to replicating SV40 chromatin, but did
crosslink to replicating cellular chromatin [37]. Although it
is possible that replication of extrachromosomal SV40 viral
DNAmight not completely recapitulate chromosomal repli-
cation enzymology, it is also possible that Pol e is dispen-
sable for some types of chromosomal replication.

Yeast strains defective in Pol e catalytic activity

S. cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe strains with
in-frame deletions of the N-terminal region of the pol2 gene
that inactivate Pol e catalytic activity can grow and divide
[7,38,39]. Thus, at least under this unusual circumstance,
some replication canproceedwithoutPol e catalytic activity,
perhaps catalyzed by Pol d. This is just one example of the
remarkable ability of the cell to adapt to the absence of a
DNApolymerase. Other examples of functional redundancy
are also known among the several polymerases thought to
participate in base excision repair, nucleotide excision
repair, non-homologous end joining of DNA double-strand
breaks and translesion DNA synthesis (see Figure 4 in Ref.
[40]). Nonetheless, yeast strains with in-frame deletions of
the N-terminal region of the pol2 gene are far from healthy;
they show severe phenotypic defects in the progression
of DNA replication [41]. In addition, point mutations in
the polymerase active site that inactivate Pol e do confer
lethality [38]. Thus, the presence of a catalytically active
polymerase domain is essential when Pol e is actually
incorporated into the replisome. That Pol e actually is
incorporated into the replisome, and travels with it during
the elongation phase of DNA replication, is supported by
chromatin immunoprecipitation studies in yeast [42].

Concluding remarks and future perspectives
How general is the model for a simple division of labor? In
the initial study of replicationalmutagenesis usingURA3 in
opposite orientations [11], mutations due to template 8-oxo-
G-A mispairs on one strand and template C-HAP mispairs
on the other strand both occurred with distinctive strand
biases and these biases were maintained throughout an
entire 34-kilobase replicon between ARS306 and ARS307
on chromosome III (Figure 3). This indicates that fidelity
determinants that are assembled at two independent repli-
cation forks in early S phase are maintained until the forks
mergeand complete their tasks. Inaddition, theorientation-
dependent biases inmutagenesis in the pol2–M644G strain
that were seen at ARS306 (Figure 1), which fires in early S
phase, were also observed at ARS501 [12], an origin on
chromosome V that fires later in S phase. These results
support the possibility that the model on the left side of
Figure 3 could bebroadly applicable.Nonetheless, results so
far are with only a few origins that fire frequently and are
located in euchromatic DNA. This is like ‘looking under the
lamp post’ because eukaryotic genomes are large and there
are many origins and these origins vary in frequency of use
and time of firing in S phase. The genome varies in tran-
scriptional activity and in sequence content and some
sequences (e.g. palindromes, repetitive sequences, fragile
sites) can be more problematic than others for replication
fork progression. The genome is highly organized by chro-
matin content (heterochromatin, centromeres, telomeres
and subtelomeric regions). Possible influences of chromatin
structure are interesting because one subunit of the four-
subunit Pol e holoenzyme has a role in chromatin remodel-
ing and transcriptional silencing (for a review, seeRef. [43]).
In fact, there is some evidence to indicate that Pol e could be
especially important for replicationofheterochromaticDNA
late in S phase [44]. Given these many variables, future
studies will be required to determine whether or not the
simple model shown in Figure 2 applies throughout the
genome. It is remarkable that, 40 years after the key con-
tributions to the field by Okazaki and coworkers that gave
rise to the concept of a leading and a lagging strand, we are
still struggling to identify and place the factors that repli-
cate each strand [45]. It seems possible that the protein
architecture at the fork is more plastic than originally
thought. Under certain circumstances, the complex eukar-
yotic fork with three DNA polymerases might collapse to a
simpler fork (Figure 2) thatwas initially discovered through
biochemical studies of SV40 viral DNA replication. That a
cell can actually limp along with Pol d perhaps replicating
both strands is astonishing in itself. However, it could also
reflect a specialized form of the replication fork that can
assemble in a wild-type strain under certain circumstances.
Assembly of such an alternative fork could occur at origins,
through remodeling of pre-existing normal forks or perhaps
upon replication restart after a normal fork stalls. These
considerations might be particularly important during
replication of the large and complex nuclear genomes of
mammalian cells, in which the division of labor during
replication has not yet been investigated.
525



Figure 3. Fork integrity maintained over a 34 kb replicon. (a) Map of the left arm of yeast chromosome III. Distances between elements are in thousands of base pairs and

are shown above the chromosome. The region examined is expanded below the chromosome with locations and names of insertion alleles. Replication origins are

shown as black rectangles. (b) Ratio of reversion rate of the ura3–29 allele in orientation 1 versus orientation 2 at different locations in chromosome III in an ogg1 strain

that is defective in OGG1, the DNA glycosylase that removes the pre-mutagenic 8-oxoG lesion from DNA. Black rectangles indicate two functional origins. Each bar

represents the reversion rate ratio at the location corresponding to the position in panel (a). The scheme below each of the bar graphs depicts the region of chromosome

III undergoing bidirectional replication initiated at ARS305 and the ARS306. Continuous arrows are for leading-strand replication and multiple arrows represent lagging-

strand replication. Replication forks move to the left and to the right from each origin and meet at a site that is equidistant from both origins. The encircled region

indicates the reporter allele in orientation 1 showing dATP incorporation opposite 8-oxo-G during lagging-strand replication. (c) As in panel (b), but showing the ratio of

HAP-induced reversion frequencies. The encircled region depicts dHAPTP incorporation opposite template C during leading-strand replication. Figure reproduced, with

permission, from Ref. [11].
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